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Preparing RFPs can feel like a large undertaking for 

any business owner or sales professional. However, 

going after government business is well worth the 

effort. It’s estimated that US government agencies 

collectively spend $7 trillion per year. 1 That’s a lot of 

opportunity for businesses to sell their products and 

services to the government. Plus, winning even just 

one bid often leads to many more opportunities in one bid often leads to many more opportunities in 

the future. 

This guide reveals tips and best practices for 

preparing a winning RFP with insight from experts in 

government procurement and policies. 

1 John J. Dilulio, Jr., “Facing Up to Big Government,” National Affairs, 

Spring 2012, Issue Number 11

Turn Opportunities 
into Wins



When it comes to government contracts, there are 
different types that businesses can approach.

One type is federal government contracts. Although these One type is federal government contracts. Although these 
contracts are more difficult to navigate, the spending 
amount is usually very high. Another type is state 
government contracts. State agencies can and often do 
make purchases for products and services outside of their 
state. There are also contracts from county, city, and local 
government agencies. For these agencies, it’s typically the 
purchasing or procurement director who awards the purchasing or procurement director who awards the 
contracts, and these opportunities may include boards of 
education, colleges, universities, and other entities that 
issue bids. To start, register with the purchasing 
department of your state government (online registration 
is available in most states).

When selecting which type of contracts to go after, 
remember that the government is very concerned about 
risk when buying from vendors. For example, a 
government agency may feel safer awarding a $2.5 - $5 
million contract to a 25-person company than a 
three-person company. 

Know the Different 
Types of Contract 
Opportunities



Oftentimes dozens, or even hundreds, of businesses are 

involved in a single RFP process. This can make standing 

out among the competition very difficult for businesses 

of all sizes.

One way to stand out is by being the lowest bidder. For One way to stand out is by being the lowest bidder. For 

businesses that are relatively new to government 

contracting, this can be an effective strategy. Winning 

one contract as the lowest bidder may mean securing 

more contracts in the future.

Another way to stand out is to match the evaluation Another way to stand out is to match the evaluation 

criteria agencies list on RFPs. Each criteria is given a point 

score, making it possible for a business to win without 

being the lowest bidder. Diligently study the criteria to 

tailor the RFP so that it can score well with the agency. In 

addition, create a strong unique selling proposition (USP) 

that will grab an agency’s attention. 

Stand Out Among 
the Competition



To better position themselves to win, businesses should 
have intelligence not only about the agency, but also 
about the competition. They should know: 

This type of information is easiest to find with a government 
purchase order database. However, if the competitor is a 
publicly-traded company, the US Securities and Exchange 
Commision has a 10-K report that reveals how the competitor 
bids. This gives a sense of how they may price their offerings.

One common mistake to avoid is selling to just one person, One common mistake to avoid is selling to just one person, 
such as the CIO. For federal contracts especially, there is often 
a collection of people that make the final decision. Find out 
who those individuals are to avoid objections during the 
consideration process.

Make sure the bid isn’t too short. It should be well thought-out Make sure the bid isn’t too short. It should be well thought-out 
with enough detailed information. Evaluators reviewing bids 
that seem too short may discard the bid before even reading 
it. Also know when the bid is due, since bids are only eligible for 
consideration if they are submitted on or before the due date 
and time specified in the RFP. Often businesses wait until last 
minute to prepare a bid, but doing this can lead to more errors 
that can get the bid tossed aside. that can get the bid tossed aside. 

When the agency last purchased the product

Who the agency bought the product from

Which vendors bidded

What price did the agency pay

Secure an RFP Win 



Do’s and Don’ts for 
Preparing an RFP

Do:

Don’t: 

Know the different types of government contracts and 
register with agencies

Stand out among the competition and create a strong USP

Know about competitors that have sold to the target agency

Find out the agency’s decision makers for the bid

Submit a bid without tailoring it to the RFP criteria

Make the bid too brief - it should be well thought-out 
with details

Wait until last minute to prepare and submit the bid

Forget that agencies are risk averse and may only consider 
certain types of businesses



SmartProcure’s web-based solution provides access to 

the largest database of detailed government purchasing 

information from thousands of local, state and federal 

government agencies within the United States. 

Businesses across many industries use SmartProcure to 

better target prospective government customers and 

track competitors’ customers, pricing, and market 

penetration. Government agencies use SmartProcure to penetration. Government agencies use SmartProcure to 

validate prices and identify vendors for products and 

services they need. 
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